
ATOMIC 
DINING TABLE

CAPSULE COLLECTION 

UNKNOWN PLEASURES



A journey that retraces the multifaceted sounds, full of ideas, indications, trends 
of the New Wave movement of the 80s, which in Italy became the search for a 
clean, sculpted, essential and clear line.

Unknown Pleasures leads into this complex universe, an indeterminate genre, full 
of a thousand streams, which finds its fundamental characteristic in the synthetic 
simplification of the approach.

The use of an essential formal lexicon consisting of a few elements, the executive 
rigor and the absence of decorations give life to geometrically defined objects, 
formed by the repetition and variation of primary elements, pure and simple 
shapes.

UNKNOWN PLEASURES 
CAPSULE COLLECTION



ATOMIC Dining table - DIG IT Chairs
ÉCLAT D'EAU Candle applique - L33 Boiserie

LUXURY 
IS A 
PERSONAL 
MATTER



SAINT-GERMAIN



SMOKED MIRROR



The easy years are over for everyone. You have to 
roll up your sleeves and do nice things. I have an 
enthusiasm that maybe I didn't even have when I 
started this job. 

The search for harmony to create forms that tend to 
beauty. I don't believe in ostentatiously forced design. 
I believe that beauty is a matter of proportions, 
harmony, sinuosity and respect for memories that 
have lived there. 

At the same time, I love to dress these shapes with 
that strong eclecticism that goes beyond the usual 
creative imagination. As if to seek disharmonic 
harmony, to give strength, to experiment, to dare. 

Fashion does not die, it changes. And each of us 
must know how to renew itself.





CLEAR MIRROR



SAINT-GERMAIN



TECH SPECS

ATOMIC dining table is composed of a tempered mirror top coupled to a tempered 
glass slab, beveled on the lower side. The mirror top is fixed directly to the three 
asymmetrical legs, made with a wooden structure covered in tempered mirror. 

ATOMIC dining table is available in clear, bronzed or smoked mirror.

ATOM I C

ATOMIC 
L280xW120xH74 cm

MATERIAL CHART

CLEAR MIRROR SMOKED MIRROR BRONZE MIRROR
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